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ABSTRACT 
Raktoe [4] has recently developed a procedure for obtaining a balanced 
m 
confounding scheme for any £-restrictional lattice design of s treatments 
where s is a prmme or a power of a prime and m is a positive integer. He 
has shown that the generatGrs of the confo~~ding scheme in each arrangement 
can be taken from the columns of different powers of the rational canonical 
form of a matrix of cyclic collineation of a particular order. However, he 
did not indicate how to construct the generator matrices analytically, but 
instead obtained them empirically. The present paper gives an analytic 
method for constructing the generator matrices of collineations by the applica-
tion of a particular theorem in projective geometry. 
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1. Introduction .~ summary. 
Raktoe [4] has recently developed a proc~~ure for obtaining a balanced 
m 
confounding scheme for any t-restrictional lattice design of s treatments 
where s is a prime or a power of a prime and m is a positive integer. He 
has shown that the generators of the confounding scheme in each arrangement 
can be taken from the columns of different powers of the rational canonical 
form of a matrix of cyclic collineation of a particular order. However, he 
did not indicate how to construct the generator matrices analytically, but 
instead obtained them empirically. The present paper gives an analytic method 
for constructing the generator matrices of collineations by the application 
of a particular theorem in projective geometry. 
2. Definitions ~ previous results. 
It is well known that the pseudo effects in a sm = (pn)m lattice design 
are in 1:1 cor~espondence with the points of the (m-1)-dimensional projective 
geometry PG(m··l, s=pn). (For a definition of an .£-flat or £,-subspace in 
PG(m-l,s) see Carmaichael (3].) m In order to satisfY the condition that s 
treatments are allocated to the experimental units according to £,-restrictions 
r r. rt 1, r (.t :;; m) we write sm = s 1 • s s • • • s = n s 1 • A balanced i-restrictiona.l 
i=l 
m lattice design s is defined as a lattice design consisting of a 
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· sm-1 
minimal set of arnangements such that each of the ----1 pseudo effects is s-
confounded an equal number of times in each of the .Q,-restrictions. 
Geometrically the problem of constructing a balanced .Q,-restrictional 
.Q, 
lattice design sm ; n sr1 is equivalent to that of constructing a minimal 
i=l 
set of .Q,-tuples of flats [(r1-l)-flat, (r2-l)-flat,•••,(r.Q,-l)-flat] such that 
each point of PG(m-l,s) is incident y.. times with the set of (r.-1)-flats, 
~ ~ 
i-1,2, • • • ,1-, and such that each t-tuple exhausts PG(m-1, s). In any 1--restric-
m 1- r 
tional lattice design with s = n s 1 , the pseudo effects have no physical i=l 
meaning unless the treatments form a factorial arrangement. We can, therefore, 
following Raktoe [4], associate with any given 
the particular PG(m-l,s) which will make sm-11 s-
t-restrictional lattice design 
and (i;l,2,···,t) 
relatively prime to each other. Since s is a prime-power such a chmice can 
always be made. The main results of Raktoe [4] can be stated in the following 
t·wo theorems. 
Theorem 1. 
~,.._, 
indicates ~ £:.!:estrictional lattice design, ~ ~ 
sm-1 
-s-1 number of arrangements required.!£:: balancinPj ,!! ~ ~ 
Theorem 2 .• 
~,.... 
.Q, 
!S! any .Q,-restrictional lattice design sm ; TI sr1 the construction of 
i=l 
!!: balanced. set .£! arrangements .!! equivalent to ~ construction of~ cyclic 
m 
s -1 
collineation 2f order -;:r . 
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The construction of cyclic collineations of different orders was done by 
him on the computer assuming that these matrices have the rational canonical 
forms. 
Two other theorems which have been used in the present paper are stated 
below. 
Theorem 3. (Singer [3]) 
~,..., 
m 
There ~ always .!:1 least one collineation E!.. period a = s s:i in 
PG(m-l,pn) ~~matrix.£!.~ collineation ~given by 
a 
m,l 
a 
m,2 
. 
. ' . 
a 
m,m 
1 
0 
0 
0 ... 0 
1 0 
0 0 
mXm 
where a .'s are the coefficients of an irreducible primitive polynomial of 
m,~ 
mt h degree belonging to GF(pn). The polynomial can be .. written as follows: 
m 
X -
m-1 a 1x m, 
m-2 
- a 2x m, - ... - a m,m = 0 
Following Dickson [3], let us denote .. a primitive irreducible polynomial of 
degr~~· m belonging to GF(pn) by IQ(m,pn). Now, we state a theorem also due 
to him. 
Theorem 4. (Dickson [3]) 
~,...., 
An IQ(Il,pn) decomposes 2:!! GF(-pnv) ~ .£ factors, ~ ~ IQ(~, pn..v), o 
being ~ greatest ccmmon devisor £f ~ ~ ~ . 
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3. Applications. 
The theqrem of Singer [5] takes care of two main gaps which are present 
in the results of Raktoe [4]. 
In the first place, it proves the existence of a matrix of collineation 
of a specified order. Secondly, it does not need the assumption of a rational 
canonical form of the matrix which may or may not exist. By Singer's theorem 
the problem of constructing a balanced set of arrangements for an ~-restric­
tional lattice design sm reduces to the:.problem of finding a primitive 
irreducible polynomial of degree m belonging to GF(s). In order to obtain 
these IQ's the following two cases arise. 
Case 1. n=l 
~----
In the lattice design sm if s=p (where p is a prime) we need to find 
IQ(m,p) which is easily identified to be the minimum function for the con-
struction of GF(pm). The procedure for obtaining such an IQ has been discussed 
by Bose [1] and is not reviewed Jhere. Therefore, the same polynomial which 
is used for the construction of GF(pm) can be used for the construction of a 
m 
cyclic collineation order P - 11 • 
n>l 
p-
[The lattice design is sm where s is strictly a power of 
a prime.] 
An IQ(nm,p) can be obtained by the usual method of cyclotomic polynomials 
(see Bose [1]). The method of getting an IQ(m,pn) from an IQ(nm,p) is discussed 
below. The elements of GF(pn) can be defined by an irreducible polynomial of 
nth degree which is also called an irreducible congruence (mod p). In an 
IQ(nm,p) the coefficients of the polynomial are elements of ~1L GF(p) 
\PI -
[ (;) is the group of integers modulo p.] 
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Therefore, with the help of the given congruence which defines GF(pn), 
these elements can be rewritten as elements of GF(pn). An IQ(nm,p) will thus 
give a polynomial of nmtn degree with coefficients belonging to GF(pn). 
Decomposing this polynomial to n, roth degree irreducible polynomials we get 
the required IQ(m,pn). The justification of the above type of decomposition 
lies in the theorem 4 mentioned in an earlier section. 
By putting v=n, n=l,~=nm, the greatest common divisor of ~ and v becanes 
the greatest common divisor of nm and n which is simply n. So 5=n. With this 
appropriate substitution, theorem 4 takes the following form; "An IQ(mn,p) 
decomposes 1E, GF(pn) .~!! factors, ~ ~ IQ(m,pn)." This justifies the 
decomposition mentioned earlier. 
4. Numerical examples. 
Let s=2, m=2. 
We have a ~ lattice design. The required number of arrangements for 
. 22 -1 balancing is g~ven by '2:1 = 3. So we need a collineation of order 3. 
~+x+l is an IQ(2,2). Take the polynomial ~+x+l = 0 or equivalently 
~ = -x..;l = a2x + a1 where 
~ = -1 = 1 (mod 2) 
(mod 2) 
The generator matrix A is therefore given by A = ( i ; ) of order 3. The 
different powers of A are given by A = ( i ; ), A2 = ( ~ i ), A3 = ( ; ~ ). 
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Now the three effects of a 22 design can be !!epresented by A, B, AB each 
carrying one degree of freedom. 
As indicated by Raktoe [4], the columns of the matrices are associated 
with the generators of the flats which are confounded. If a 22 design is 
considered as a 2-restrictional lattice design 22 ~ ~ • 21 , with two rows 
and two columns, we can confound one 0-flat with the columns and one 0-flat 
with the rows in each arrangement and these generators can be di~ectly read 
off frcm the columns of the matrices. 
Confounded with rows Confounded with columns 
1st. arrangement AB A 
2nd arrangement B AB 
3rd arrangement A B 
Therefore, each pseudo effect has been shown to be confounded once in each 
row and once in each column. 
This is a case of 42 lattice design. The number of arrangements neeqed 
. . 42 -1 15 for balancmg J.S -r;:y = 3 = 5. Therefore, we need a collineation of order 5. 
For the construction of this collineation an IQ(2 122 ) is needed. By decomposing 
4 (Jf -x) (modulo 2) the expression 2 , three IQ(4,2) are found which gre given 
(Jf -x) 
below 
i) x4 + X + 1 
ii) x4 + xa + 1 
iii) x4 + xa +Jf + 1 
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Let us take one of them, say x4 + x + 1. 
GF(22 ) is defined by means of the irreducible congruence 
mod (2) 
Four elements of GF(22 ) are thus given by 
0 - 0 = 0 
io 
-
l 
-
l 
i 
-
2 
-
i 
i2 
- 3 - i + l 
Hence, 
Thus x4 +x+l decomposes into two factors each an IQ(2,22 ), any one of them can 
be used for the construct ion of the required collineat ion. For example, let 
us take x2+x+i. So from the relat.ion x2+x+i = 0 we get :x-2 = -x-i = a2x + a1 • 
Hence, 
a1 = - i = -i +2i = i 
Therefore, A = ( ~ ; ) order 5.-
mod (2) 
mod (2) 
l of GF(22 )_ 
2 of GF{122 ) 
Taking the different powers of this matrix A, the confounding scheme can 
be written down easily. 
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5· Discussions. 
(a) Known theorems connecting different irreducible quantics can be used 
to construct generator matrices of collineations for one group of designs from 
those of another. Two such theorems are quoted below without proof. (Dickson 
[3].) 
of collineation for 
n is prime to m. 
irreducible El GF(pnd) g ~ ~prime ~ !!!• Thus the matrix 
the lattice design (pnd)m is the same as that of (pd)m if 
B. If !Jil ~!!! IQ(m,pn) in which the coefficient~..£! ljim-l is~~ 
in~ GF(pn) 
(b) Raktoe [4] generated the matrices of cyclic collineations for all 
5 and m such that om < 1000 where the matrices were as-sumed to have the rational 
canonical form. As a matter of fact, he generated the rational canonical forms 
of these matrices. By deftning a series of elementary transformations it is 
shown below that these collineation matrices always have the rational canonical 
forms. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for a matrix to have the rational 
canonical form is that the matrix has only one non!"'trivial similarity invariant 
factor which is e~uivalent to the fact that the matrix A-AI has only one non-
trivial invariant factor. Now, 
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a ->.. 1 0 0 ... OJ 1 
a2 ->.. 1 0 ... 0 
fi3 0 -x 1 ... 0 
A->..I = 
a 0 0 0 ... 
_: j m-1 
a 0 0 0 
m 
Let the following elementary transformations be applied on A-XI. 
i) Multiply the l 5 t row by A and add it to the 2nd row. 
ii) In the resulting matrix, multiply the 2nd row by A and add it to the 
iii) In the resulting matrix, multiply the 3rd row by A and add it to the 4th 
row. 
iv) Continue as above. 
v) The matrix at the last stage of operation will take the following form: 
ar1-A 1 0 0 
~+alA-A2 0 1 0 
2 3 a3+a2A+a1A ->.. 0 0 1 
Bit+a ~~~ )...2+a A3-A4 3 2 l 0 0 0 
'j -, 
0 0 0 
[Where f (A) is a polynomial in A of degree m.] 
m 
••• 0 
... 0 
... 0 
••• 0 
... 0 
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If now, from the first column suitable multiples of the other columns 
are subtracted, a matrix of the following form is obtained: 
f 
0 l 0 0 ... 0 
0 0 l 0 0 
0 0 0 l ... 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
vi) Apply elementary transformations so that the first column takes the place 
of the last column getting the form: 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 l 0 
0 0 0 0 f (A.) 
m 
This shows that A-A.I has only one non-trivial invariant factor f (A.) which is 
. . m 
a sufficient condition for the existence of the rational canonical form of the 
matrix A. 
(c) It can be shown that f (A.) will take the form: 
m 
a + a A. + a >..2 
m m-1 m-2 + ••• + 
,m-1 ,m 
a II. - II. 1 
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which shows that the IQ(m,pn) used in the construction of the collineation 
matrix is identical with the similarity invariant factor of the matrix. 
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